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GDP Completed: _____ 

GDP Grade: _____ 
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Homework: 
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Directions: After completing the enrichment in GDP, type the following sections two times each. (1 time in each box 

     EXACTLY as it appears.) 

 

Enrichment 18A: NEW-KEY REINFORCEMENT 
  

Of the 85% of the alumni here, 9% gave 28% and 6% gave 25%. 
Just (a) stop, (b) look, and (c) listen to her (Iphigenia). 
Please record 33# of #200 and 38# of #400 on the #20 paper. 
Only 15% of them (the attendees) ordered 30# of item #5011. 
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Enrichment 18B: NUMBER PRACTICE 

 
 we 23 ort 945 rep 430 pot 095 toy 596 yip 680 yow 692 it 85 

tee 533 ore 943 weep 2330 pop 090 poi 098 top 590 quit 1785 
quip 1780 tip 580 woo 299 try 546 out 975 pro 049 quay 1716 
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Enrichment 18C: SUSTAINED PRACTICE: NUMBERS 
  

 Michael learned through firsthand experience last week 
that the cost of a week at the beach varies a great deal. 
He says that a rowboat would be about right for his money.   
 
 His Uncle Bo told him that when he was his age, he had  
rented a small cabin for the huge sum of $105 for one week.  
For $23 more, he rented a small boat and outboard motor.  
 
  Then Uncle Bo went on to say that when he rented the  
same cabin last year, the cost had gone up to either $395  
or $410. Boat and motor rentals now cost from $62 to $87.  
 
  Aunt Kate said that she and her husband will be paying  
either $1,946 or $2,073 for a week’s sailing on the 53-foot  
yacht. The boat has a 4-person crew and was built in 2006.  
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Enrichment 18D: PACED PRACTICE 
  

Follow the GDP software directions for this exercise to improve 
keystroking speed and accuracy. Once this lesson is completed in 
GDP, you are finished with this portion. 

 
Enrichment 18E: PARAGRAPH TYPING 
  I saw five or six of the big jet planes zoom quickly  

over an old tower by the side of the road. They were flying  
in formation and created a beautiful display for everyone.  
 
 Brown jars of an acidic mixture prevented the solution  
from freezing so quickly. It took about four days for it to  
freeze solid; then we could store it in the lab’s freezer. 
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